Improving spark-ignited engines efficiency by heat energy recovery system

The current trends in regulations changes focus more and more on emissions reduction. Earlier environment protection mechanisms covering emissions limits of particulates, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and carbon monoxide were recently extended also to cover carbon dioxide emissions. One way to reduce carbon dioxide emission is the improvement of the efficiency of a powertrain system or main driver efficiency. This paper explains main limitations for efficiency improvement when conventional methods are used. The effective heat energy recovery system principles and its technical specification are described including its control principles. System was initially tested in the engine laboratory and experience from the laboratory tests is included in the paper. After successful and promising laboratory tests the solution was transferred to commercial operation which covered already period of more than 2 years. Statistics and operational data from commercial operation is shown with relevant examples of various operational modes. At the end of the paper simple feasibility study is shown. Alternative applications with basic evaluation of their feasibility and efficiency improvement potential are included in this paper as well.
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1. Introduction

Since first emission norm were introduced there is continuous global process to create and manufacture internal combustion engines which will emit less and less emissions. Process is handled on many different levels: from parliament decisions to local harbours regulations. The form how it is passed on engine makers can also differ: from fiscal benefits to encourage users having environment friendly vehicles or vessels, to very strict rules about permits for registration or zone entry given only to the clean ones. This is main driving factor for various R&D activities which result with technologies that provide fewer emissions for exactly same daily use of the engine as before.

Recently very common procedure for shipping and ferry lines is to convert engine and fuel system to use LNG (liquefied natural gas) instead of much cheaper typical marine HFO (heavy fuel oil). By this modification there is less NOx, SOx, particulates and finally also CO2 emitted by the vessel. Other example are methods to improve engine efficiency, so for the same work delivered by engine less fuel will be required and then less combustion products will be created. It can be observed for automotive engines as downsizing. Older naturally aspirated engines with high displacement volume are replaced with modern turbocharged or supercharged engines that can deliver same power using much smaller displacement, some of them with the cylinder-on-demand – the system that can instantly switch on or off any cylinder accordingly to current engine power demand. Additionally, these modern engines have much better torque distribution over their speed range. The opposite development direction can be observed for stationary and marine engines. These engines are getting bigger and the efficiency improvement can be gained thanks to more optimal and colder combustion process as well as by higher engine boost. Change of BMEP (break mean effective pressure) from 10 bar to 20 bar will result with engine efficiency change from about 38% to about 46% [1, 2, 4].

There is however limit for efficiency that can be reached. For the theoretical spark-ignited engine the efficiency \( \eta \) depends only on its compression ratio \( \varepsilon \) and working fluid properties – adiabatic coefficient \( k \):

\[
\eta = 1 - \frac{1}{(\varepsilon^k - 1)}
\]

The real engine is not that efficient due to many deviations from ideal cycle. First of all real fluid has lower k-coefficient, then there is unburnt fuel, friction losses, heat losses from flame to surrounding walls, flow losses and finally slow and unstable combustion. Additionally knock combustion phenomenon is strongly limiting engine compression ratio \( \varepsilon \). Modern technologies allow to reduce impact of many of listed factors but still there will be a gap between theoretical efficiency and real efficiency. Knock combustion can be avoided with modern high-pressure direct-injection fuel systems but only part of gained improvements will be utilised as such solutions result in less stable combustion and higher amount of unburnt fuel. Other possible improvements are listed in the Table 1, together with their potential impact on engine efficiency.

2. Heat energy recovery system

Quite a big amount of fuel energy is not used for effective work and remains as a heat in exhaust gas. For typical automotive naturally aspirated engines about 33% of fuel energy escapes through the exhaust system. Part of that energy can be recovered by turbocharger to increase engine power but even for big high-boosted stationary engine unused part of fuel energy will be still over 25%. In cogeneration applications exhaust heat is very valuable source of energy which can be used to generate hot water or steam. Steam then can be utilised to generate electricity or mechanical power with a steam turbine. There are available many different examples of combined cycle power plants having total efficiency of electricity production close even to 60%. Unfortunately such solutions are possible only for power generation or marine applications, leaving automotive engines again with low efficiency. Another solution known for decades is turbo-compound system where there...
is an exhaust gas driven turbine which can then deliver recovered power to the engine shaft. Recently introduced new regulations in Formula 1 motorsport require all engine suppliers to include turbo-compound system. In Formula 1 applied solution the exhaust gas is first passing turbocharger turbine and then is fed to turbo-compound system. Energy recovered from exhaust can be stored in electrical form and can be used during car acceleration, if needed.

Turbo-compound systems can be applied also for regular automotive engines, truck engines, marine engines and engines used for power generation. In this last application ETC (electric turbo-compound) is most commonly used as there is no need to feed turbo-compound power to engine shaft and ETC power can be directly used as electricity. The typical ETC system is very similar to automotive solutions with its own additional turbine after the turbocharger to recover a portion of the still available waste heat energy from the engine exhaust stream. The turbine uses fixed nozzle guide vanes which can be altered to optimise the match to each application. The turbine is directly coupled to a high speed and high efficiency alternator and the combined unit is usually termed a TG (turbo-generator). The TG in ETC system has its own self-contained oil system, providing both lubrication and cooling. The existing turbocharger is replaced with a new high efficiency model that is correctly matched to the TG downstream to optimise energy recovery.

A separate Power Electronics panel provides all required control functions and conversion of the alternator output to electrical grid quality 3 phase power with frequency of 50 Hz or 60 Hz, as required by local electrical grid. The ETC system can be integrated on both open and containerised engines, it has a compact footprint and system maintenance intervals are designed to align with engine maintenance schedules. The ETC working principle is shown on Fig. 1.

3. Technology benefits

The typical ETC system is primarily for use on continuous engine load applications, both diesel and gas fuelled engines ranging from 0.2 MW to 4 MW. The system delivers more power using the same quantity of fuel; gives an average 4–6% improvement on fuel efficiency and about 10% more power. Alternatively, the ETC system can maintain a fixed power output using less fuel and reducing carbon emissions; fuel consumption is typically reduced by 6–9%. Results of performance comparison for engine with and without the ETC system is shown on Fig. 2.

4. The ETC system for Wärtsilä spark-ignited engine

As supplier of the ETC system for Wärtsilä the British Bowman Power Group was chosen. The main reason was huge experience of Bowman Power Group with the technology. The group has more than 600 systems installed in 11 countries worldwide. All systems have generated in total more than 300 GW·h accumulating as a fleet all together over 10 million running hours. The only challenges were to find the matching for Wärtsilä spark-ignited engines in range from 4.5 MW to 18.8 MW [3, 4] and to build new control functions, so even in case of problems with the ETC system Wärtsilä engine will continue its operation. In 2011 extensive tests were carried on with the Wärtsilä 16V34SG engine having rated power of 8 MW and located at Wärtsilä Validation Power Plant in Bermeo, Spain. Together with the engine the 60 kW ETC system was used, the most powerful unit from Bowman Power Group portfolio on that time. During tests the ETC system showed very good response at various operation conditions with excellent start-up and stop behaviour. The system additionally had no influence on engine operation – engine itself kept its typical loading
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capability, efficiency and available power. The test arrangements showed that there is a potential for combining ETC system with Wärtsilä engines with ability to keep normal reliability and operational functionality of the engine and with improving plant overall efficiency and output. The efficiency improvement measured during tests was minor, only 0.3 points, but the main reason for this was known in advance big mismatch between engine and ETC power capacity. The basic results of tests are given in Table 2.

The next step was the engine-ETC matching for higher performance improvements. Firstly The Bowman Power Group modified their bigger system to increase power to 65 kW, and then based on this unit new 130 kW system was created and finally, after about two years of development project brand new 270 kW system was built and tested at Bowman Power Group facility. Additional focus was on control functions for each of the systems, which was successfully tested at the factory. Both new systems were then installed in power plants delivered by Wärtsilä for long term performance and validation field tests. Changes to the system arrangement required by new control functions are shown in Fig. 3.

The first installation was selected for testing the 130 kW ETC system with the Wärtsilä 20V34SG engine, the engine rated power is 10 MW. The selected Tirenda power plant is located near Izmir in Turkey. Tests started in March 2013 and at the beginning of April 2015 system had accumulated over 6500 hours and generated over 425 MW·h of additional electricity. The efficiency improvement is at the level of 0.6 points. Later this year there will be new tuning for ETC turbine nozzles ring, which will help to increase efficiency gain at plant part load – plant is running currently as frequency control support, so power is varying from 40% to 80% load with average around 65% load. The original field test program was successfully completed in the autumn 2014 and since then the ETC system is at commercial operation. Customer’s opinion about the ETC system installed and tested at his power plant was very positive from very beginning and still is [5].

The second installation was selected for testing the new 270 kW ETC system with the Wärtsilä 18V50SG engine, nominally rated at 18.8 MW. The selected Odas power plant is also located in Turkey, near town Urfa. Field tests started in January 2014 and will probably be completed around end of May. At the beginning of April 2015 system accumulated close to 4000 hours and generated in total around 570 MW·h of additional electricity. The efficiency improvement in this case is at the level of 0.8 points. The 270 kW ETC system can be also coupled with the Wärtsilä 20V34SG and then the efficiency improvement will reach 1.5 points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ETC loading 0–100% (engine cold)</th>
<th>3 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETC loading 0–100% (engine hot)</td>
<td>5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine exhaust temperature drop after ETC</td>
<td>up to 3 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum engine load for ETC power generation</td>
<td>2900 kW = ~36% of nominal power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine load when ETC maximum capacity reached</td>
<td>4700 kW = ~59% of nominal power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Flow diagrams for arrangements used during ETC testing: set-up from Bermeo tests applied later for 270 kW unit field test (top) and set-up for 130 kW unit field test (bottom)

18V50SG engine, nominally rated at 18.8 MW. The selected Odas power plant is also located in Turkey, near town Urfa. Field tests started in January 2014 and will probably be completed around end of May. At the beginning of April 2015 system accumulated close to 4000 hours and generated in total around 570 MW·h of additional electricity. The efficiency improvement in this case is at the level of 0.8 points. The 270 kW ETC system can be also coupled with the Wärtsilä 20V34SG and then the efficiency improvement will reach 1.5 points.

Fig. 4. Screenshots from Wärtsilä Operator’s Interface System (WOIS) from Tirenda power plant operation on 22.12.2014 (top) and 29.12.2014 (bottom); engine power (black), ETC power (green); both in kW
In all mentioned test cases the side effect of heat energy recovery was a visible drop of exhaust gas temperature ranging from around 3 °C during tests in Bermeo up to 10 °C observed few times in Odas plant.

5. Summary
The efficiency improvement numbers may seem to be very small but at the beginning of the paper it was shown how challenging it is to gain 1 efficiency point on technology improvement of already high efficient spark-ignited gas engines. It looks much better if one takes a look at the value of additional power generated for free. The power generated for free at both test sites together is worth more than 60 000 € so far. For Wärtsilä Power Plants business ETC addition can reduce plant payback time even by 1 year, and for smaller engines (0.2 MW to 4 MW) typical payback time of ETC system alone is from 15 to 20 months.

The following step of Wärtsilä is further optimisation of ETC systems, so they can better fit various requirements from customers. The extension of this application for other Wärtsilä engines is not decided yet. The best results are possible to be achieved exactly for spark-ignited engines due to their very sophisticated control system and typically very good turbo matching. System is now dedicated only for the Wärtsilä 34SG family and the Wärtsilä 50SG engine. The dual-fuel engines don’t have such great potential. The compromised design for engine able to run either as typical diesel or as Otto principle based engine with ignition initiated by pilot oil injection makes optimal turbo matching very difficult and requires from control system to be able to find optimal settings for both operating modes. Recent portfolio updates include dual-fuel engines that are liquid fuel operation optimised or able to switch to HFO operation. Wärtsilä diesel engines, especially those able to operate on HFO, crude oil or associated gas bring another challenge for ETC systems: need to clean ETC turbine from solid deposits coming from fuel.

The ETC system doesn’t create any limitations for typical Wärtsilä solutions. It can perfectly work with fast starting grid stability power plants, highly effective CHP plants or Wärtsilä Flexicycle plants combining gas engine operation with steam turbine one.
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**Nomenclature/Skróty i oznaczenia**

LNG Liquidfied Natural Gas / skroplony gaz ziemny
HFO Heavy Fuel Oil / olej napędowy o dużej lepkości
BMEP Break Mean Effective Pressure / średnie ciśnienie efektywne
ETC Electric Turbo-Compound / elektryczny turbo-compound
TG Turbo-Generator / turbo-generator
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